
From Red Necks to Flouruscent Foreheads

The amazing odyssey of the “easy riders” going coast to coast across America on their
big  bikes,  tragically  ends  with  the  farmer,  more  commonly  known  as  the  red-neck
shooting the hell down of these free spirit. This voyage of freedom then tragically ends
again, rehearsing the most ancient of biblical tragedies, the sedentary farmer, the Cain,
growing jealous of the freer and more spiritually devoted Abel, resolving to kill him most
brutally. The homicide occurred in the most 

Southern peninsula of the States where the tropical sun is commonly known to burn the
necks of the white colonists bent down to hack their fields. From this come the derisive
term red-neck.

Where can we find the source of such brutality if not in a sort of inherited sedentarism?
Is sedentarism then to be considered at the origins of human brutalities? It can certainly
be said that the Northern civilization have been more brutal, a brutality amplified both
from their sedentarism and from the technologies they have increasingly more adopted,
the northern they settled, in order to endure the lack of a solar nature. As these Bruts
now,  having  achieved  a  complete  artificial  replacement  of  the  solar  nature,  got
"civilized" and as their technology is now instead altering the once peaceful Southern
shores of the world, some dark spots still remains.

The modern white, bent now on a computational device, rather than on a field, now
keeps his  neck  completely  white,  only  possibly  tanning  his  forehead with florescent
radiations. The approach is however the same; no matter if  physically on a field, or
virtually on a computer, the florescent forehead is down for work, down for settlement
and the brutal occurrence, the homicide of the free spirit wandering by these virtual
fields is still likely to occur. If the latter is in fact to enter these fields with his unique and
invaluable heritage of meanings, there is no question that the florescent forehead will
brutally kill him.

As immaterial cultivation now deals with knowledge production, the continuous train of
homicides  seem to occurr  at  a  very  early  instance,  right  at  the time of  the socially
imposed education, right from the very educators raping the virgin souls of any free
spirit and initiating them to sedentary work. Those who, however, free themselves from
it, will anyway be condemned to wander and sing, instead of the beauty a Boccadoro
would  encounter,  the  violence  of  Narcissuses  who  are  no  longer  suspended  in
asceticism, like contemplative monks in their monasteries, but have become completely



the opposite, the main source of social production, universities. 


